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Welcome 
Let your musical ideas flow 

 

Thank you for becoming a new member of the Arpado family. 

 

We are not just another software company: we are developers, but most important, musicians working to help you 

take your music to a new level of expression. Inspiration is the foundation of Arpado, and it is also its goal: bring 

inspirational ideas for your musical compositions. 
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The digital music and sound software industry has bloated. It is full of DAWs, synthesizers and effects plugins but 

a tiny fraction of attention has been given to the creative part, the step in the process where music flows. A few 

options are available, but they lack good features, are abandoned projects, they ignore popular operative systems 

or just fail to work. So, as musicians, we started building something for us, for our joy. Then, we realized it was 

time to take it to the masses. And that’s how Arpado was born and will keep growing. 

 

Every day new ideas are annotated in our Book of Ideas. We also read and hear what users have to say, we are 

tracking exceptional errors and fixing them right away because we don’t want you to abandon Arpado like you 

probably did with all these other “half made” projects out there. We want Arpado to live and stay in your studio 

and within your instruments collection. It is our goal and we’ll succeed with your contribution. 

 

User Interface 
Let’s go quickly through the main interface. This is where the fun happens. 
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You might wonder where to start, it’s all black, empty. Let’s focus on the toolbar: 

 

 

On the left, the Arpado logo, that will take you to our website. 

Then, on the right side, we have the following items: 

 

● Tempo settings 
● Add a Companion 
● Record performance 
● Start sequencer 
● Stop sequencer 
● File menu 

 
Let’s go through each one of these commands. 

 

Tempo Settings 

As you might know, MIDI devices synchronize with each other using a clock. Hence, it is important Arpado knows 

whether to be the clock or to listen to clock messages. 

 

 

 

If you choose Arpado to be the master, then you need to specify a BPM (beats per minute) that will define the 

speed at which the sequencer plays. If you prefer to set this setting to OFF, then it’s up to your Input MIDI devices 

to send the corresponding clock messages, otherwise nothing happens: a companion device cannot play anything 

without a clock. 
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Add a Companion 

Let’s first explain what is a Companion. 

 

 

A Companion Device is a container which transforms (or forwards) MIDI events coming from an input and sends 

the resulting events to an output. Inside this container, several filters and transformations could be applied to the 

incoming notes and the results are transferred to the outgoing port. These transformations are basically melodic, 
harmonic, rhythmic and dynamic (velocity levels). It’s up to your creativity how to combine all the factors. 

 

Device Chaining 

If the MIDI device you set as the Output port has the ability to resend what it receives to its MIDI OUT port (most 

modern hardware or software inherently do that), then you’ll be able to chain the Companion Devices. A vast 

array of musical ideas can be achieved this way. Even a complete Orchestra can be played using just your initial 

idea or musical notes. Imagine your first Companion playing an arpeggio, the second filtering the lower octaves 

and playing a bass accompaniment using some major chords played melodically and a third device transposing 

some octaves the output of the bass and so on. Infinite combinations and musical results can be achieved this 

way with the help of the Conditional Barrier. 
 

Note: starting on Arpado version 1.2 (to be released very soon), you’ll be able to chain companion devices no matter 

what are the capabilities of your MIDI hardware/software. 
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Setting up your first Companion 

First of all, you need to setup the Input and Output devices. You play some notes in the instrument that acts as 

the Input, the companion does its job and the results are played in the instrument that acts as the Output. Easy. 

Basic MIDI functionality. 

 

Input / Output 

 
 
You must define an Input MIDI device and channel and an Output MIDI device and channel. No big science. The 

emitter and receiver information. 

 

Now, let’s make this Companion do some work on your music. First we must understand what all these buttons 

and knobs can do for you. 

 

IMPORTANT: You need to setup both Input and Output ports otherwise Arpado won't play anything. 

 

When you finish setting up the Companion’s MIDI ports and its Steps (keep reading), you’ll be able to start Arpado 

by pressing the Play button. Afterwards, if you want to make sure Arpado is able to listen to your instruments’ 

incoming MIDI notes, take a look at the MIDI activity display: 

 

  

 

The red asterisk will blink once a note goes through either the MIDI input or output port. 

The white arrow will blink at the MIDI input port if MIDI clock messages arrive (or Arpado acts as the master). 

 

Switches 
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● Forward: Just forward the incoming notes to the outgoing device. Basic manipulation can be done, other 

options are disabled. 

● Random Velocity: Arpado uses a custom algorithm that applies humanization to the velocity levels 

(volume) on the notes 

● Latch: Once you play a note, it holds until you play a different note. 

 

Alterations 

 

 

● Time Signature: How many beats or pulses are contained in the Companion’s measure 

● Melodic Direction: Alter the order of the notes that are played Melodically or even do randomization. 

● Conditional Barrier: This is where you apply some filtering on the incoming and outgoing notes. See 

Conditional Barrier. 

 

Swing 

 
 

● Gate Swing: How often a note from a melodic step is played. The chances are defined by the Gate 
switches in the Step Settings, the presence of a Silent step and the value you set here. 

● Time Swing: Apply some alterations to the Time Signature. This can bring some novelty to your rhythmic 
performances. Slight values (below 15%) would be useful on Jazz and other styles of music. 

● Duration Swing: Apply some variation on the duration of the notes, whether they’re played Harmonically 
or Melodically. 

 

Steps 
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In the above image, there are 4 steps according to the default Time Signature, which is 4/4. Each one of these 
steps can apply harmonic or melodic variation to the notes you play. You can define the scales and chords, 
transposition, scattered mode (up/down to N number of octaves) and the gate settings (if it’s a melodic step). This 
is where you generate more notes following the rules of music theory. 
 

Step Settings 

 
 
By default, the step is set as a Silence. No modification happens when it’s silence. 
You may want to switch from silence to a Major chord, a Dorian scale or play some fifths. Many options at your 
disposal here. Click on the top dropdown selector and choose your favorite chord, scale, a solo note or even just 
silence. 
 

● Octave: How many octaves (upper or lower) will be included as resulting notes. This depends on the 
mode: Staggered or Transpose. 

○ Staggered: If the step is Melodic, all octaves within the range of the octave you play and the value 
you define as Octave will be included in the resulting set of notes 

○ Transpose: Applies direct transposition on the notes. 
● Melodic or Harmonic mode: If Melodic is set to ON, then the type of the interval is melodic notes play 

successively. If it’s OFF, notes play simultaneously. This option is customizable only when you choose a 
chord in the main selector. 

● Gate: If the step is set as Melodic, you can open/close the gate that will allow the generated notes to be 
played at the corresponding beat. This depends whether you have defined another step in that beat with 
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the same scale or chord, or the Gate Swing parameter is currently in use. Combinations of these variables 
contribute to adding variation to your performances. 

 

Progressive Sequencer 

 
 
Below the Step Settings button, there  is the Sequencer which is where you can build progressions on your 
chords and melodies. You will perceive at first place, it is not a traditional piano roll but instead offers a unique 
paradigm. Mainly, you can define in the Progressive Sequencer the root keys for the chosen scales and chords, 
generate some progressions (I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII) and have further control on the overall loop. 
 
We invite you to play with this feature until you feel comfortable and understand its potential; we’ll be adding 
Tutorials in the Arpado’s YouTube Channel, so please subscribe. 
  

 
 
The concept of a Progressive Sequencer within Arpado relies on the idea that the same beat in a bar can have 
multiple forms and that has to be visually evident. Arpado has been designed to be an Accompaniment System, 
not a traditional sequencer. You can use it traditionally: place a 1 in the cells corresponding to the notes and 
beats, and make sure the Step has been set as a Solo Note step. The 1 means: play it on the first measure. A 2 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpQznqVXMC-YtogFq2J2j7Q


would mean: play it on the second. And so on… use the Left and Right clicks on your mouse to increase or 
decrease such values. If you skip a measure number, the earlier will prevail. In that way, many combinations are 
possible and you are able to creatively mix all the options a Companion Device has to offer. If you use it right, you 
probably won’t need any musicians :-). Joking… the feelings are yours. 
 
 

Conditional Barrier 
 
You might wonder what that means in the first place: it is a barrier that opens or closes depending on the 
conditions you define. It allows notes to go through (or not) the input or output of a Companion Device. 
 

 
 
Having said that, let's go through a basic example: imagine you want to translate a band's keyboardist directives 
to the bass player. The keyboardist says: 
 

- When I play the 2 middle octaves on my keyboard at a medium level (velocity), you can play an arpeggio 
on the Dorian scale 

 
The "bass player" in your case could be a lead synthesizer that will sound according to the condition you define: 
you create a new Companion that will receive notes from the keyboardist and output the notes to the synth of your 
choice, but this time it will only react to notes between C3 - B4 at a velocity range of 32 - 98 (not too loud nor too 
quiet). When that condition is met, then the Companion will react and process the input in order to generate a 
different output. 
 
The same concept goes to output notes; in the case the Companion Device is doing a lot of transformations and 
many new notes are going out and you want to keep the lower octaves reserved for your bass, then you can 
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define an output (OUT) condition in the Conditional Barrier that will only allow certain note ranges to pass thru the 
companion's out port. 
 
Currently, with version 1.1.1 of Arpado the following condition types are ready for use:: 
 

● Note Range: only allow a certain note range to pass thru either the input port (IN) of the companion device 
or its output port (OUT) 

● Velocity Range: only allow the notes played at a certain intensity (velocity) to go thru 
● Octaves: instead of note ranges, you can set a list of octaves to keep 

 
We are currently developing another set of condition types, such as: 
 

● Interval Type: do several checks related to the quality of an interval 
 
We encourage you to visit our Support Forum frequently or subscribe to our newsletter in https://arpado.site in 
order to keep yourself up to date with this and other matters. 
 
 

Start 
 

 
 
Once you have finished setting up all your companion devices, you can start Arpado by pressing the Play button 
on the top panel. If everything is good, the button is highlighted and you can begin playing with your instruments. 
 
If any of the companion devices have either the Input or Output ports undefined (port's name or channel), Arpado 
won't play until you fix it. In the case you have all the ports defined but Arpado isn't starting, there is something 
wrong with the MIDI device (is it blocked by some other program?). For Windows users, that may be the case: 
unfortunately, the native Windows MIDI system doesn't allow sharing the same MIDI port between different 
applications. You may need a workaround such as Loopmidi and/or MIDI-OX. In fact, we strongly suggest that 
you download these applications and get yourself familiar with MIDI routing and MIDI in general. 
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https://forum.arpado.site/
https://arpado.site/
https://www.tobias-erichsen.de/software/loopmidi.html
http://www.midiox.com/

